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This practicum explains the principles of ail

ideal I + i ~ ~ - s hfor
i ~ iinterment on a flat land region
and the orientation of construction in relation to the

site and nearby river course.
I+/ig-shiii is an important concern for most

Chinese in terms of dwelling and interment. As
there are no cemeteries in Winnipeg meeting this
need, this practicum adopts f h g - . s h i principles as a
design model, respecting Chinese culture in the
Canadian context, for a Chinese Community
cenietery in Winnipeg.
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Part 1. A Note about Feng-Shui (jtî,&)
and Architecture in Chinese
Culture
Buildings, besides their obvious functions of
providing shelter for dwelling and housing
functions for social needs such as temples, offices,
und shops. provide, for Chinese, two additional

metaphysical functions thüt affect the prosperity and
succession of the family. The study of this aspect in
Chinese architectural design practice is called Fengshui.
Feng-shui lit., wirid and water, Le., cliniatic
clianges said to be produced by the moral
coriduct of the people through the agency of
the celestial bodies, is the ferm used to
defne the geornantic systetn by which the
orientation of sites of liouses, cities, graves,
etc.. are determined, and the good and bad
luck of families and corn~nurrities is Jxed.

The dousing-rod and tlie ustrological
coinpass are employed for this purpose. It is
the art of adapting the abodes of tlie living
und the graves of the dead su as to cooperare and harmonize with the locd
currents of the cosrnic breath, the YIN (afl
and YANG (M).
By meuns of talismans a d
charms the unpropitious character of uriy
particular topogruphy rnuy be sutisfuctorily
counteracted. "It is believed that at every
place there are special topographicul
features (natural or artijicial) which
indicate or rnodify the universal spiritual
breath (Qi fi).Theforms of hills and rlie
directions of wutercourses, being the
outcome of the moulding influences of wind
and water, are the most important, but iri
addition the heights arid fonns of buildings
and the directions of roads and bridges are
potent factors.. .. Artijiciul alteration of
naturalforms has good or bad effect
according to the new foms produced.
Tortuouspaths are preferred &ybeneficent
influences, su that straight works such as
railways and tuwtels favour the circulation

Plan and Orawing of The Historical clty: Lang-Zhong )@

Typical Feng-shui eitee always
demonetrate an enclosed environment.
Fig. 1.1 Feng-shui mode! demonetrate6 a concept of box within box. Utjing the Environmental
diepotiition a6 it6 reference and maintains the coneietence among each layer of boxsyetemi by Yin-Yang and 5-elemente philoeophiea

Part III. A Feng-shui Site
111.1 Mountains and the Site

Mr. Kongjian Yu presented a concise
description o f Feng-shui concepts in his paper.
Lmdscape into places: Feng-shui Mode1 of Place
Making and Some Cross-cultural Cornparisons:
The process across landscape concerned in
Feng-shui is the movement und change of Qi
(ch 'I, literally air. gas, breuth, etc.). Qi is a
philosophical category of Chinese origin; its
full implications cannot be adequately
described by uny single English word-or
even a series of words. Several sintilar (not
identical) phrases have been suggested in
Western literuture, among theni are "cosnric
breath " (Wheatley,p.419), "vital breath, "
the modem physical terrns of "mutterenergy, " "ernanation" (Needhani, 1W ) ,
"telluric currents " (Skinner, 1980, p.5) and
the Hebrew concept of "breath of lue"
(Skinner. 1982, p. 14). Following the

phenomenological approach. the author
would suggest the Greek concept of genius
loci, or "spirit of place" " the concrete
reality nuin has toface and come to tenns
with in his daily life" (Norberg-Schultz,
1980, p.1) Qi is the holistic function of u
toîal phenomenon which encounters human
experience, which cannot be reduced to any
individual anulytic "scientifc " categoty,
such as energy, material, radiation. etc. 11is
the "oneness" of the earth, the heaven, the
divinities and the mortals. that envelops
human experience in the lived world.(Figure
3.1)
The classic Burial Book (or Burial Classicj
[ $$ &! ] uses u logic of "sourcemechanism-result " to describe the orig in,
movement, change and function of Qi.
Source: Al1 rhbigs in the heaven, on the
earth, originatefrom Qi of Yin (/hale) and
Yang (male). Ontologically, Qi is elusive
and invisible, itfills al1 over the universe.
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The tiy~ternand flow chart of QI accordlng to the Feng-shul theory (revleed baeed on Yu, 1991)

111.2 Water and the Site
For flat land regions, the book Wcifa*1)rtcgori
('lrmic (Shiri-lm~g
.liiig, &

#!) describes that

instead of using the Dragon vein of a distant
mountain rang, a l+t~g-shirisite can be determined
by river courses (see Appendix E, Figure E-2).
Water is interpreted as the water Dragon while
mountain ranges denote the mountain Dragon.
Accordiny to the relationship between Eight
For a yood I+rig-shrri site, the surrounding
environment is in harmony and the relationship to
the site in terms of orientation are matched.

Trigrams and the burial site, al1 directions, except
the sitting direction, are labeled in relation to the
siting direction. River courses in these directions are
narned after the labels.

0
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Part IV. Feng-shui Design Guidelines
for the lnternment
The I+rig-sh~cimode1 has several constraints
that need to be stated here:
1. The surrounding environmental, natural and
man-made, should not conflict with the criteria
stated in Table 4.1
2. Watercourses around the site should not be in
the form of a reversed bow.

3. Trees should not be planted above the tombs.

4. There should not be any strong pole-like
stmctures in front of the tombs that obscure the
view from the tombs. In cases when there is a
straight element pointiny towards the site, a
vegetation screen is employed to block the direct
visual contact.
5. There should not be any paths or watercourses

that run directly towards the tombs from the
front. In cases when there is a path or

watercourse running towards the site, a
vegetation screen is employed to block the direct
visual contact.
6. Forms should be balanced usiny the Fiveelements concept (see Appendix C).

Faciny and sitiny directions are named
according to Post-heaven Trigrams. Nonh is set as
'O on the compass.

KIW 9 tomb is in siting direction within the range of
202.5" to 247.5'.
/ h i #. tomb is in sitiny direction within the range of

247.5' to 292.5'.
@au & tomb is in siting direction within the range
of 292.S0to337.5'

K m & tomb is in siting direction within the range of
337.S0to22.5".
(kir

tomb is in sitiny direction within the range of
22.5' to 67.5'.

Zhen 8 tomb is in sitiny direction within the range
of 67.5" to 112.5'.

IV. .l Pre-heaven Water and Post-heaven
Water (Xisn-tian Shui # A $ and Houtian Shui & % &)
Pre-heaven position # *@ is the direction in
Pre-heaven Arrangement w here the Post-heaven
Trigram of the site Trigram of is located. When a

river enters the area from this direction and crosses
the front of the tomb site, it is called Pre-heaven

XWI

tomb is in siting direction within the range of
112.5" to 157.5".

Li @ tomb is in siting direction within the range of
1 57.5' to 202.5'.

Water (Figure 4.1).
For example, if a site sits in the C)im (Nonhwestern) sector and a river from the Li (south)

sector flows through the X I ~ (south-eastern)
II
sector,

in fiom this direction and crosses the front of the

then that river is called the Pre-heaven Water of the

tomb site, it is called Post-heaven Water (Figure

Qiari sire. It is because I ) m in the Prc-hcovcrr

4.2).

arrangement of Eiyht Trigrams is located at the
south, as is Li of the Post-heaven arrangement of
Eight .
Pre-heaven Water river course is believed to
increase the number of male offspring in a family,

For example, the Post-heaven Water of the

Qim site is a river flowiny from the

sector

through the Xw, sector for Grri is the trigram that
shares the North-western sector. Post-heaven Water
is believed to briny prosperity to the household.

which is the most important goal in the traditional
Chinese culture. This ensures the surname of the
family will last forever as well as to produce enough
manpower in the ancient male dominated
agncultural society.
Post-heaven Position is the direction in Post-

ln the field of l+rrg-.d~riipractice, Pre-heaven

Water is believed to bring forth the reproductive
power of the household related to the dead. Postheaven Water is believed to briny prosperity and
wealth to the household related to the dead.
However, if rivers are flowing towards these

heaven Arrangement where the Pre-heaven Trigram

directions, it is considered to be the worst case in

of the site Trigram is located. When the river flows

Ihg-.shiri for it will bring a totally opposite effect
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the household of the deceased. Offspring,

especially male, of the deceased would die in

IV.2 Heavenly-force and Earthly-force
Water (Tian-lie Shui 3 # It( and Di-xing
Shui & d *)

accidents and the household would experience
financial dificulties leading to bankruptcy .

Heavenly-force and Earthly-force positions are
located on the right and left side of the facing

Aside from the incoming and leaving directions

direction (i.e. Screen Position, see IV.2.4)of the

of a river, the form of the river course across the

tomb. They are the Post-heaven Position of the

front of the tomb site is also important. It should be

Post-heaven Position of the site. Rivers in these

shaped like a bow that embraces the site. It should

directions are called Heavenly-force and Earthly-

not flow in a straight line pointing at the tomb or in

force Water (Figure 4.3 and 4.4).

the shape of a reverse bow. I+rig-shiri models also
consider how the river should flow away from the
site. The place where a river flows away is called
Water-mouth (Shei-korr & ). It is believed that a
good location for the Water-mouth will help keep
the vital Qi in the site.

In the case of the lliui site, the Heavenly-force
Position is Kim, which is not in the right or left of
the facing direction. /hg-shrti masters have shified
it to (ieti, and then Earthly-force Position of Dwi
tomb is located at Xrrit. Similarly, for Krii~site, the
Heavenly Position is Ilrrrc and is shifted to Zhrri in
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Screen and Supplemenfary Position
(Fu-wei # fl and An-wei JR Q)

rivers flowing out in this direction will briny the
opposite effects (Figure 4.8).

Screen Position is the direction that the site is
facing. in this direction, there should be no river

IV.5 Water-mouth 7)( o and Pool # 5Q,

flowing toward the site. If a river flows in from this

Water-mouth refers to the direction where the

direction or if there are objects sucli as roof corner,

river is flowing out. Its location is very important in

light post, chimney, big rock, old well, single tree,

kqg-shrti in order not to conflict with other

old pine, and sharp pointed objects in this direction,

mentioned positions, such as Pre-heaven and Post-

it is believed to briny early deaths to the children of

heaven. Table 4.1 shows the preferred locations for

the family (Figure 4.7).

each tomb site. There are three possible locations for
each type of tomb sites and the optimal ones are

When there is a direction not occupied by Pre-

illustrated in Figures 4.9 and 4.10.

heaven, Post-heaven, Guest, Visitor, and Screen
positions, it is called the Supplementary Position.

The Pool is the location where a man-made or

River flowing in from this direction is believed to

natural pond should be. Ponds in this location are

ensure the health and fenility of the family while

believed to ensure the househoid's finance.
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Part V. Design of a Chinese Cemetery
for the Winnipeg Community

elements on the proposed site include five Chinese

V.1 Site

laid out according to the Feng-shui concept.

The cemetery site chosen by the Manitoba
Chinese Heritage Association is located in the

tombs and a water pond, none of which have been

V.2 Tombs Site Analysis in terms of Fengshui ~ o d e l ' Dui
: and Kun

northeastern part of the Glen Eden Mernorial
Garden in the Municipality of West St. Paul
(Drawing 3). While the actual site dimensions are
not yet finalized, it is assumed, for the purpose of
this practicum, that all the land dong the northern

The book Wnfet--clrtqptr('irfi~ic((a classic of
l+trg-shiti, Shui-lotig . h g 71(

#f ) states that when

there are no mountains around, watercourses
become the elements used to help locate the suitable
tomb site.

riverbank, approximately 6 hectares (14.6 acres) in
The Red River flows from the Xto~(southeast)

area, will be available for the Chinese cemetery. The
site is at an elevation of about 2.74 meters (9 feet)

direction, passing the Zhetr (east) sector towards the

above the level of the 1997 flood. According to the

( k t (northeast)
~
direction near the

property manager's plan, a buffer zone from 15 to
30 meters (50 to 100 feet) adjacent to Red River is
to be set aside for landscape purpose. The existing

proposed site.

-

'' A dctiiil siudy is donc previously. Plcasc rcfcr Ihc pper: .SI
stirciv of l+tig-shiri: untierstnritiirig the slrhtleiy (,SC 'hinese
.4rchitticturti.

V.3, H Post-h euven Position

V.3..C Heuvenly-fi~rcePosition

llui Model: Kun (n orlh 33 7.5"to 22.57
Kun Model: Xun (south-eaîtIl2.5"to 15 7.53

An in-flowing river is preferred in this position.
It is believed to bring good fortune and
prosperity to the family.
Hills, if found in this position instead of a river,
are preferred to be fully vegetated
If an out-flowing river is found in this position, it
is called 'Broken Post-heaven ' ( P o Hou-iimi
?@ f& A). It is adverse to pregnant ladies of the
family, and the master of the house may have
more than one marriage.

This is also the optimal location for a pond (see
Pool Position) for both models.

Kun Model: Zhen (eas?: 6 Z 5'

?O

1 12.57

1 . There should be no single sharp pointed object
such as a roof corner, light post, water tower,
chimney, or big tree in this position. This is one
of the bad I)i positions. A river that flows in
from this position, therefore, is believed to bring
bad fortune to the family. Family members may
have prolonyed illnesses.
2. A river entering the site from this position and

flowing out to the Pre-heaven position may
cause inharmonious relationships among family
members.
3. An out-flowing river is preferred.
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V.3. F Guest Positirm
I h i Mode!: (;en (north-eust: 22.5" to 6 7.57
Kun Model: Qian (north-west: 2 92.5" to 33 7.57

1 . The river should not be found flowing in this
position towards the site since this is also the
Heavenly-force position of the I h i model.
2. The in-flowing river favors female members of

the family, while out-flowing river favors male
members.

The in-flowiny river favors female members of
the family, while out-flowing river favors male
members.
Although allowed in I * ' e r ~ p h i r ian
, in-flowing
river in this position is not desired since it may
cause the family to be intimidated by the son-inlaw's family.

The in-flowing river favors female meinbers of
the family, while out-flowing river favors male
members.
V.3.H Supplemen tary Position

V ,3. G' Visitor Position

Bui Model: Kun

sou th-wesi: 202.5'

to 24 7.57

Dui Model: Li (south: 15%5"to 202.5')
Kun Model: Li (south: 15 7.5" to 20t.5 4

Kun Model: Dui (ivesr: 24 7.5" IO 292.5')
1. If there is a river in this position, it should be

1 . Hills in this position should not be found bigger
and higher than the mountain range at the
backdrop of the tomb site.

flowing in rather than flowing out.
2. A nearby pond in this position is allowed since it
may bring prosperity to the farnily.

Y.3.I Optitnul Pool locution

V,3.K Ill-futrd Position

h i Model: Kun (north: 33 7. Soto22.53

Dir i Model:

Kun Model: Xun

sou th-east: 112.5'to 15 7.57

1. Pool symbolizes a treasury chest, thus a big and
deep pond is preferred.

Y.3. J Optimal Wuter-mouth locutions
Dui Model: ((in sh an (3 7.5'-52.57

Jiu shan (6 Z5°-82.57
Yi shan (97.5'-112.5')
Kun Model: (;en shun (3 7.5°-52.57

Jiu shun (67.5'-82.57
Yi shan (9 Z 5'4 12.57
1.

The river should be found flowing out in these
positions.

2. These are the optimal directions for man-made
drainage.

Z h e q point: Si shan (142.5"-257.5")
Heaven-point: You shun (262.5'-2 77.54
Kun Morlel:
Zh eng-poin t: Muo shun (82.50 9 7.57
Eurth-poin t: YOMshan (262. S o t 7Z 50
Heuven-point: Chen shan (I12.5*-127~S~
1 . Zheng-point, Earth-point, and Heaven-point are

the directions that mostly applied to the fate of
the household. Objects such as old wells, yiant
rocks, chirnneys, water towers, light posts, or
roof corners found in these directions are
believed to bring bad fortune, quarrels, and fatal
health problems to the family members.
Unfortunate events may happen on the year,
month and hour indicated by these directions.

V.4 Design Concept
The existiny course of the Red River
corresponds to the Pre-heaven Water of D14i Model,
the Post-heaven Water of Klrti Model, and the
Water-mouth of both models. Hence, the tomb
layout of the proposed design of a Chinese cemetery

should be in accordance with both " l h i tomb" and
"Kw tomb" models. Tombs and tomb slabs should

" W a ~ e i "arid "Mcl;al" f o i m

of waLci-

"Mc~al"forw of watci

face the East in the range of 67.5' to 1 12.5') for the
" l h i tomb" model; and face the northeast in the

Fig. 5.1 Water Dragon: Feng-tihui model of
the design

range of 22.5"to 67.5' for the "KWItomb" model.
It is believed that fertility of the succeediny

generations is ensured according to the setting of the

generations is ensured according to the setting of the
"KIOItonib" model.

" l h i tomb" model and prosperity of the succeeding

' Norih is O",

However, the course of the Red River takes

to 1 12.5"). Al1 tombs are to be laid out within this

the form of Wood in Five-elements (see Appendix

range of orientation. The whole site will be divided

C). In this forni, vital L)i brought along by the river

into two large sections of cemetery, and two levels

cannot stay long. In order to mitigate the effect of

with respect to the two Water Dragon Models

the Red River's Wood form, water elernents such as

(Drawings 1, 2, and 9). Figure 5.2 is a conceptual

ponds and channels are based on the two Water

sketch of this cemetery design.

Dragon models shown in Figure 5.1.
On the lefi of Figure 5.1 is a combination of

Water and Metal forms of watercourse, while on the
right is the pure Metal form. These two
combinations can protect the site from the negative
effects of the Red River's Wood form. Therefore
the ponds and paths in the front of the graves are
laid out according to these two models.
The design of the cemetery is based on the
orientation opponunity provided by the site (22.5'

V.5 The Design

An entrance yate is set at the southwest coriier

of the site, where the existinp, paths of the Mernorial
garden lerd (Drawings 1 and 3). With the first
yazebo as the focal point from the gate giving a
sense of mernorial and grandeur, it prepares the
visitors to pay respect to the dead (Drawiny 18).

There are four yazebos set on the Chinese
community cemetery for the purpose of view
framing and point-of-vista. Functionally, t hey also
serve as shelters from the rain. Naming the gazebo
is very important in Chiiiese arcliitecture, because
properly chosen names can enhance the cultural

ri)

2
c,

ri)

L
m
.

'G

.Yim means filial piety and Ai means love.

This gazebo, located at the middle back of the
second section of the ceinetery, is surrounded by

graves. The name suggests that visiting the
cemetery and paying respect to the dead is both an
extension of our filial piety to the ancestors and love
to our late relatives.

4"' Gazebo: Ling-shou Thzg (9A ;P )

Niirg nieans tranquillity and S'hoii nieans
longevity. This gazebo is laid out at the northwest
corner of the second section, which is at the far end
of the cemetery. The iiame suggests the desire for a
peacetùl and healthy golden age.

To coinplete the cultural significance of the
gazebos, contests of Chinese poetic couplets
describing the surroundiny scenery and the respect
for the deceased can be held in the Chinese

community. Winning submissions will be written in
calligraphy and displayed on each column of the
gazebo to arouse the awareness and encourage
involvement in the developmeiit of the cemetery, as
well as to help deyict the beauty of the surroundiiig

environnient.

K 5. C Wuter Elemert ts

There is a big water pond, approximate 0.35

driveway and falls into the pond of the lower level,
where a submersion pump is located. Water in the

hectares in surface area, in the first section of the

pond of the lower level is pumped by the submersion

cemetery and two free-flowing water-channels in the

pump back to the mid-level shallow pool, and

second section. Both are laid out according to the

overflows back into the big pond to prevent the

Ekt~g-.shiconcepts, hence effectiny both Pre-

water from becoming stagnant. Moving water will

heaven Water and Post-heaven Water on the site to

physically prevent the growth of algae.

catch the vital Qi. These water elements also serve

Furtliermore, stagnant water, in terms of /+rrg-hli,

as reservoirs for irrigation of the entire Glen Eden

signifies adverse or evil Qi. Water from the big

Memorial Garden. Water is pumped from the Red

pond will again overflow slightly into a surrounding

River and recycled at each site to create water flow.

channel that flows under the staircase connectiny the

For the big water pond, water is pumped from the

main and lower levels of the cemetery, then collects

Red River usiny a pump located east of the 1"

at the second pond. A second pump, brinyiny water

gazebo behind the rockery. Water flows out of and

from the Red River, is located near the 2" gazebo.

down the rockery, creating a cascadiny effect. The

lt is hidden behind the wall of American Arborvitae.

water then flows throuyh pipes underneath the

Unlike the Arst pond, water ripples out with quieter
sound and flows throuyh underground pipe. It then

cascades down to the small pond where a
submersion pump recycles some of the water back
to the pond beside the 2""azebo.

Water ir. the

There are 3528 burial plots and 2744 niches
for urn storage. The first section hrs 1403 burial

small pond also overflows to the meandering channel

plots and 784 niches while the second section has

of the second lower section of the cemetery A third

2 125 burial plots and 1960 niches. Assuming a

pump that brings water from the Red River is

burial rate for both interment and coluinbarium at

located at the second lower level beneath the

about 15 to 20 persons per year, the cemetery can

extendiny pool. Water is recycled back to the pool

provide active burial for about three to four hundred

around the 4Ihgazebo by a submersion pump located

years. The orientations of the graves are in

under the waterfall. The forms of the meandering

accordaiice with the fièi~g-shiiorientation of the

channel and the big pond are desiyned with respect

site. The entire burial yround is covered by yrass and

to the I+È/ig-shiritheory to enhance the effect of the

lines of bricks are laid along the edges of the burial

vital L)i of the Red River (Drawiny 7).

areas and pathways. Unlike western cenieteries,
where tomb slabs are laid on the head side of the
tornb, tonib slabs for Chinese tombs are laid on the
foot side of each tomb. Aisles of the pathways,

about 1.5 meter (5 feet) wide, are laid between each

Chinese culture, columbaria are erected under a

row of tombs. The plot size of each tomb,

series of canopies. The standard size of each

according to Glen Eden Menlorial Garden, is set to

individual urn compartment is 0.36 x 0.36 x 0.36

3 by 1.2 meters ( 10 feet by 4 feet). A cement box,

metres ( 14 x 14 x 14 inches). The standard height

standard liner: 2.3 L x 0 . 8 W x 0.7 H meters (89 L x

of the columbarium allows for 7 urn-holding

33 W x 28 H inches), is used to contain the cofin so

compartments. The height of the columbarium

that no future soi1 covering is needed. Maximum

located ori the second lower section is shorter than

height and width of tomb slab, approximately 0.9 L

that on the ground level, in order iiot to obstnict the

x 0.2 W x 1.2 H metres (36 L x 8 W x 48 H inches),

view and Qi of the yround level (Drawings 1 1, 12,

is set in order to maintain uniformity and not to

13, 14, and 15).

overpower any tomb. Sections of large plot are
designate in both sections of the cemetery (Drawing

V. 5. F Paper Sacrifce und Incense Hwn er
For accomodate of the Chinese cultural rite of

16).

burning paper sacrifice to the death, two pagoda-like
burners are erected at the centre front above the
A series of columbaria are located at the back

of each section of the cemetery. According to

water pond in the first section, and at the centre
front of the second lower section (Drawiny 17).

K 5. (r' Ceremoni d Hull

V. 5.H V Aicu lur und Pedestriun Circulutiot2, utul
Senice Puth

A ceremonial hall is built on the lower level

Gravel roads for both pedestrian and vehicular

where the two lower sections of the cemetery meet.
The orientation of the chape1 on the east-west axis is
set for the traditional Chinese fùiieral service. The
body of the deceased is laid on this axis with the feet
pointing to the west. This is the direction of heaven
according to Buddhism and Chinese folklore. The
front entrance of the ceremonial hall has a divider

circulation is laid as illustrated in Drawings 4 and 5.
The roads are about 7 nieters wide (23 feet),

allowing roadside parallel parking for visitors. A
service path is laid to connect the lower level
parking lot, the columbarium, and the water pump of
the second lower section (Drawings 4 and 5).

that can be opened, allowing the outdoor area to
serve as an extended space for fùneral services
where a big crowd is expected (Drawing 20).

Conifer species with t lieir evergreen
characteristics, in Chinese culture, symbolize health,
inteyrity, and spirituality. These are popular species
that Chinese people like to plant adjacent to burial

"

Photos of ihis scction are adopted froiii t he book. Ili ) ~ r I v
O r t ~ ( i t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~t/w
t ( tPr(~irit~s.
l.v~/i~r

yrounds. There is another tradition in which "these

Along both sides of the entrance

trees are planted around the graves on the hillsides,

path are rows of American

as they are said to be disliked by the fabulous

Arborvitae, providing a sense of

creature know as the Wa,,g-ria~g

formality and reminding people to

Hwhich is

supposed to devour the brains of the dead."7

pay respect. Rows of Column
Cedars (American Arborvitae) are

A

A wall of Colorado Blue Spruces lines

the north and West boundary of the site,

to serving as a hg-shrri backdrop and
to protect the site from strong northwest
wind and snowdrifts during the winter.

provide colour of seasonal changes.
7

C.A.S. Williams, Chinese S>rr~holistr~
arrd .4rt A h)t$~,p.3 27

also planted on the cemetery ground to subdivide
the space and to provide shade in the cemetery.

European Birch, because of it

conviction that man is tormented by greed for gain

weeping forin, symbolizes the

or by sorrow for loss simply because he is held

commemoration of the family

captive within the narrow limits of self-interest, and

root-an

that beyond this captivity stretches out a vast

important aspect of filial

piety. These trees are planted

expanse of universal life. But life itself never dies,

beside the gazebos.

since it persists in the lives of those who have
grasped the tnith and found the real life in that

Basswood and the India Bc&i
Tree, meaning enlightenment, are

which is common to a11."~

of the same species filia. They
have heart-shaped leaves. These
tress are planted around the
ceremonial hall and both northern
and southem parts of the site. They are known as
trees of intelligence and meditation. As the founder
of Buddhism sat and reflected under its spreadiny
boughs, "peace came to his mind with the
- -

--

-

--

-

-

..

C.A.S. Williaitis , Chitrrse .~vtt~h«li.sw<mlArt A lotfi, P.15

Epilogue

those interested in Feng-shui buriul. When these
elements are placed in accordance with Fereng-shui

In the design of a cemetery with respect to

concepts, vital Qi is enhanced.

Chinese culture and employing Feng-shiti concepts,

the ideology of Yiri-yurg plays an influential role on
the layout of the entire community cemetery. In
Feng-shui classic, location and orientation are the

two prioriiies for traditional interment but the forms
and structures of u Ferig-shui tomb are not clearly
stated. For details of a traditional Ferig-shui
internent, one should always consult a Feng-shui
master to decide the optimal time of burial and the
orientation of the tomb slab with respect to the tomb
site and burial time.

To conclude this study, 1 would like to quote
Feunchtwang's words:
"lfl riow Say that Feng-shui cosmology h m the
status of a model, is a self-defining
metuphysical sysrem, those analysts wlio
condemned Fmg-shui as pseudo-scieme woitld
still noi reverse their judgene>ii hecuuse they
mude their analysisjroni the niodels in whirh
they believed, religious or Western scientific.
But the model which is Feng-shui wus believetl
10 be valid by its Chinese exporietits, artd it
must, therefiwe, for Wesrent Europeans and d l
others be recognised as having reality as a
rnodel by the mere façt rhnt we believe the
Chinese to be r e ~ l . " ~

By laying out elements such as roads, water
channels, and vegetation, this cernetery is designed
with the intention to provide an optimal site for

S.D.R.Feunchtwang, An Anthropological Andysis of
Chinese Geomancy, (Viihagna, Laos, 1974), p. 14
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A.

Practicum Proposa1

In froducfi0 ri
Canada is a mosaic of differeni cultures.

individual needs or in order to respect the wishes of

Cultures of different ethnic groups are reflected in

senior family members. Feng-shui of u buriül site is

many ways. Architectural forms borrowed from the

always the main concern of most Chinese-

homeland also reflect the need to appreciate their

Canadians for many reasons such as respect of the

cultural root for the old and new immigrants. The

diseased relatives and beliefs in the Feng-shui

Chinese community in Winnipeg has a history of

impacts on the family. In 1996, the Company of

nearly a century and it is growing larger. New

Glen Eden Mernorial Gardens solicited inputs from

immigrants frorn Hong Kong, China, and Taiwan

the Chinese community regarding the development

al ways bring dong with thern contemporary living

of a Chinese Community Cemetery.

styles. Some of these living styles fade as the new
immigrates adopt the local living environment.
However, when it comes to the three important
events of birth. marnage, and burial. often-overlook
cultural practices become important to satisfy

A project of a community cemetery was then

held by the Manitoba Chinese Heritage Association

(MCHA). Again the major concern in cemetery
design is the Feng-shui of the si te. In Winnipeg,
there is no cemetery designed to serve the special

B.

M-jing 8 $2 end Two Modes: Yin and
Yang H $+ Polaristic Monism

-

The concepts of Yin-yang were developed
before the Zhou Dynasty ( 1 100 BCE-22

1 BCE).

The Book of Changes. Y i - j i t ~ gis. u very
speciai and important classic. It is a book'of oracle

We can find the concepts of YNi-yurig froni

about relationships from social ones to those

inscriptions on divination bones from the Sliarig

between Man and Nature. The Eight-Trigrüms (Ba

Dynasty (circa 1600 BCE-I

100 BCE). A clear

Guà /\#+ an elaboraiion of Yin-ydng derived from

8 ) (Figure A 1 - 1 ),

indication of Yimydtig can be found in the Book of

the He Tu )Fi 81 and Lu6 Shu

Changes (Yi-jbig or 1 Ching). Most historians

was first elaborated by Zhou Wkn W l w g A R E ,

believe, from the writings of ancient classics, that

father of the first ernperor of the Zhou Dynasty.

there were two other kinds of Yi systems-Limg

Zhou Wu Whig

Shan jl h and Gui Cung Wi0i. in the S/imig

Trigrams into sixty-four Hexagrüms. The brother of

Dynasty iej , and the Xia Dynasty x-that

Zhou Wu Wang and Confucius then wrote two

were the

$ 3 . He expanded the Eight

roots of the symbolism and numerology of YI-jirig.

famous commentaries on Yi-jing, hiiherio, many

The concept of Y i n - y h g can be dated buck earlier;

Chinese sages and scholars had put their efforts in

however, the origin of these concepts is still a

working on commentating Yi-jing.

mystery.

the South and regresses at the west; Yiri starts at the

The same logic üppears ugain in Pre-heaven

Southwest and comes to iis maximum at the

Eigh t Trigrams (Xian-tiun Ba-grta # k /\ $1) and

Northeast and regresses ai the Southeast. The logic

Post-herven Eight Trigrams (Hou-tiun Ba-gitir

of these sequences can be undersiood as if Yang,

@A/\#) which will be discussed later in this

analogously, is the sunlight of daytime and Yirt is

section.

the darkness. Sun rises at the eüst in the morning;
however its poteniial power was already there with
the reflection of the moon (so Yang starts at the
north- midnight); it comes to its müxirnum üt and
around noon time (South); it stans setting in the
afternoon and sets at the west. While the sun is
setting, indication of darkness is coming, so Yin
starts al the southwest. It comes to ils maximum
around midnight and regresses towards dawn.
Hence, the sequences of Ydug and Yin numbers
incorporate natural phenornena.

Figure B-2 shows the Yin-yang branching
system of the Eight Trigrams which can be
expanded to 64-Hexagrams or more in the same
manner. One of the classics of Feng-shui, Huatig-di

Wai-jing ( $! Q % bJ! The Yellow Emperor 's
Dwelling Classic) staies thai dwelling is the core of

Yin and Y h g interaction. Based on this concept. a
system of Yin-Ydng applied to natural phenomenü
was established.

It seems that Yitr and

Y c i l r ~are two

separate

couiiter attributes or forces of nature and the
universe. Rather than a dualistic concept of "black
and white", the concept of Yiti and Y h g indeed
suggests an intenvoven, active, and complernentary
interaction of matters and energy of nature. Yi11and

Yhig are not separated It is just like a coin with
two sides: head and tail or a needle with two points.
When we spin the coin, we can see both sides

definitely iiot dualism. It is more suitably called the
philosophy of "Polaristic Monism".
Accordiny to S'hrco Grtci Zhrchti (l#$b fl
Discussion on Trigrams), by Z h W&I W h g :

1;hrttrder (Zhdti R ) britigs d urtt nio~wri~.lit,
~oiirds( X h $$ ) bt*i>ig.s
uboilt Ji.sper.sio~i,
rtritr (Kuti &) bhrigs ahoict r~~oistiîre,
the srtrr
(Li # ) britigs uhoitt wnrmth, Keepi~gStill
((;&IIE) britigs a h o pIe~~sicvic,
~
the (Feutivc

interchanging. So we find Yi,) (e.g northern aspect)
in Yang (mountain) and Yhig (e.g. rapid currently)

-

in Yiti (river). When Y t b comes
~
to its maximum,

Yiii succeeds, and vice versa. The relationship
between Yiti and Y h g is therefore not absolutely
opposite. This is a relationship of unity in diversity
and diversity in unity.

Yiii

Ydtig, therefore is

"' R. Wilhcln~and C.F. Büyncs. The 1 Ching or Book of
Chüngcs, (Pnnccion Univcrsiiy Prcss, Princclon, New
Jerscy. 1 967), p.267

Qidri:

Y :

-t

(2n:

Li:

YJnK
Sky; icc; norihwcst; govcrnnicni ofliccrs;
hthcr; brwc; any numbcrs rclaic to 149
or 1 . 4, 9; c k *
Wind; souihcasi; monk; Tirsi girl;
indccisivc; any numbers rclatc to 538 or
5, 3, 8; cIc.
Mouniain; fog; northcast; youngcst son;
quitc; any numbers rclatc to 5710 or 5, 7,
10; etc.
Firc; sun; souih; cducated people; rniddle
girl; prclty; any numbers rclaîc to 327 or
3, 2, 7; etc.

Yin

A'UK

Eartli; cloud; souihwcsi; l'armer; moihcr; infcrior; any nunibcrs
rclatc to 8510 or 8, S. 10; c k ,

fiPn:

Thundcr; cast; firsi son; angcr; aiiy nunibcrs rclatc to 483 or 4,
8, 3; ctc.

Mn:

Waicr; rnoon; norih; tliicc middlc soli; any nunibcrs rclüte to 16
or 1, 6; etc.

Dui:

Bog; ruin; wsi; actor; youngcsi girl; scnndal; any nunibcrs
rclutc LO 429 or 4, 2, 9 ; etc.

Table 0-1. Symboliem in Yin-ying and Eight-Trigrams
We hence know that each Trigram possesses

In ancient China, 'South' was considered to be

its unique characteristics. Based on these

more respecthl than the 'North'. Therefore, it was

characteristics, the metaphor of each Trigram was

always graphically arrangd with North at the

expanded, and thence was associated with different

bottom; South at the top; East at the lefi, and West

phenomena, as shown in table B- 1.

at the right, opposite to today's compass setting.

There are two arrangements of EightTrigrams: Pre-heaven and Post-heaven.

Each Trigram represents one natural
phenornenon. There are four pairs of opposite yet

Norht
Kun

C.

Five Elements: Wood, Fire, Earth,
Metal, and Water-Philosophy
of
"energy cycles"

I f YNi-yurrg is the philosophy to describe static

(ontological) relationships of phenornena. then
Five-elements is the philosophy to describe mobile
(phenomenal) relationship.

uitd tu churzge; wliile the virtue i>/e«rtli i s

sreti irl seed-sowir~gatid iti gcrtheritig....15

The concept of Five-elements w u very
common and well known since the Ziiou Dynüsty.

We can find this concept frequently used by
The earliest record aboui the Five-elements
cün be found in the chapter Hotig Furi (stg& The

Great Plan) of Shu Jing *#!!
of Zhou Dynasty (as
translated by J. Legge, The Book of Historicitl

First, of tliejlve elet~zerlts-TheJrst is
riamed wuter; the sccomi, fire; rhe tliird,
wood; the fourth, metul; the fifili, eurth. Tlte
nature of w a i e r is fa soak m d desceiiù; of
fire, to hluze utid ccscerid; of wood, to be
crooked utrd tu be struiglit; of ttretd, io o b q

different schools of ideology:
From Taoism, in h o Zi & ? ( h o - t s e )
chapter 12: The five colours cuuse one's
eyes to blind... The jive/lovours car1 corf i s e
orle's palute. Thefive totres cati nrctke otir 's
eurs go deuj?

'"ames Lcggc. The Chincse Classic, vol.3. (Hong Kong

University Press, Hong Kong, 1960), p.325-326
IbReberi O.Henricks. ho-Tzr, : Te-t(io cliirtx : ri new
trnnslntion based on the rcccntly discovcred M a - w t r g - t u i l c x l s
ltrnnslntcd wiih an introduction and coninicnlüry, (Bnlliintinc
Books, New York, I si cd., 1989). p.64

Elcment 1 Characteristic
Wood

siqnds for csi~o\~orsivc
cQcrW

1 Svmbol

1

d a
4 'c

to sky, but Metsl controls the process;
1

Firc

siqnds for ascçnsion ciicraf

Wood activates Fire: Energy released qnd riseq

Fire activates Earih: Epergy rose iip and
spreads across, but Water control the process;
Eanh actives Metal: Energy went across and
copdensas, but Wood controls the process;
Meta1 sctives Water: Energy condensed and
subsides, but Fire controls the process;
Water actives Wood: Enegy settled and
diffuses, but Eanh controls the process.

Table C-1. Charact;erist;ic of Five-elernents

which one is contributing to the other and the other

is mainly a receiver. In this cycle:

The Destructive Cycle (Figure C-2) illustrates
the adverse relationships between elements:

Wood is adverse to Earth, for the extioversive
energy prevails over coiiventional eiiergy, but the
process is soothed by Fire and controlled by Metal.
Metal is adverse to Wood, for the introversive
energy prevails over extroversive energy, but the
process is soothed by Water and controlled by Fire.
Fire is adverse to Metal, for the ascension
energy prevails over introversive energy, but the
process is soothed by Earth and controlled by
Fig, C-1 Productive Cycle of Five-elernents
Earth is adverse to Water, for the conventional

Water.
Water is adverse to Fire, for the gravitational

energy prevails over yravitational energy, but the

energy prevails over ascendiny energy, but the

process is soothed by Metal and controlled by

process is soothed by Wood and controlled by

Wood.

Eart h.

ir*

N

c.

D.

The Triad: Heaven, Earth and ManPhilosophy of Man and Nature
Communion
The root of this philosophy of unification o f

T i m (literdly meaning sky) and Man, which wiis
developed in the Hàrr Dyniisty and systeinutized in
the Sdrig Dynasty, can be trüced back io before Zhou
Dynasty. Tiun; means sky; has an extended

meaning of heaven and nature. In the book of Lao
Zi; there is a passage on chapter 25 (in order to give

a better picture; here 1 quote two versions):
Version I ':

There was something fonned out of chuos;
That was born before Heave~land Eurth.
Quiet and still! pwe and deep!
19

Rebert Ci. Henricks, Lao-Tzu : Te-tao ching : u ncw
translation based on the recently discovered Ma-wang-tuitexts
Itranslatcd with an introduction and commcniary, (Bailaniine
Books, New York, 1 st cd., 1989). p.76

It stands on ifs own und doesri 't chatlgc.
It cari be regarded as the rrrother of Hectvert
arld Eurrh.
I do not yet know ils riurne:
I "style" it "the Way".
Were I forced to give it a name; I would cal1
it "the Greal",
"Great " means "to depart";
"To depart" meam "to bejiu- awuy ";
And "to be fur a way" meuns "to retuni ".
The Way is greut;
Heaven is great;
Earth is great; And the king is ulso greut.
III the country there are four greuts; cind !}te
kirig occupies one pluce arnong them.
Man models hintselfo~ithe Earrir;
The Earth models itself on Herive~z;
Heaven models itselj on the Way;
And the Way models itsey on that whicli is
so on ifs owrt.

systematized such a concept with Yin-yang and Five-

Man and Nature share the same attributes.

elements models and invented a theory of

l h g also suggested that Man was naturally in

"Resonance in Man and Nature". He argued for this

correspondence with Nature from the physical being

a ~ d
theory in his book: 1lew.s o f the Sptqite,,w.s

to the psychological state of minci. For examples,

A~tcn1tc.s(('hroi-qicc I.hii I,I~&# # 1).
In the

t'ive viscera (heart; liver; spleen; lung and kidney)

chrpter "Wei IMe,,Zhe lW ( AA 2 A Of the

corresponds to Five-element; four limbs corresponds

greatness of Man). He presumed that Man and

to four seasons; eyes and ears corresponds to Sun

Nature were compatible:

and Moon; the system of human body corresponds
to mountains and rivers in nature; changes of
emotions corresponds to the interchanging of Yiie,,
and Yhg; and the filial relationship of a family
corresponds to the relationship of Heaven and Earth.
Dong, furthermore, made analogies to express his
idea of the resonance in Man and Nature: play the
first note of C major on a dmm; the first note of
other octaves of C major on other drums will
resonate; when a horse neighs; other horses will

echo. When things possess similitude; there is

With I h g ' . v philosophy, the idea of being in tune

resonance. Man and Nature possess similitude; so

with Nature was consolidated. This idea -

there is resonance in Man and nature. In a simple

Firmament is the great cosmos; and Man is an

word; let's put in this philosophical assumption:

epitomical cosmos-was

adopted by I.i.rrg+h~/i

masters.
This philosophy not only contributed to

guiding man to be in tune with nature, it also further
developed into a system to reflect the filial piety to

In the ancient agncultural society of China; it

elders of the family . For the ancient Chinese

was generally believed that man should cope with

believed that there were two L)i within the human

nature in order to have good harvest. Every tool for

body. The heavier L)1 is Yi)), which would

farming was made with the forms that reflected and

decompose and go into the ground; the lighter Qi,

symbolized the mother earth and Ï ï u ~"i.)ri(i is the

Yci~g,would rise to Heaven. The burial place for the

'ancestral factor' of the world; it is the eminence of

ancestor is therefore important in order that the Qi

that which animates the world. Good prospect will

of the ancestors can diffuse freely and combine with

come if one is in tune with Dai>,othenvise, if not".

the Heaven and Earth. Bad I+r~g-shtîisites where

E.

Five-elements in Forms of Mountain
and Watercourse

In Feng-shui, the niountain forms are classified
into five basic forins/sliapes and they are associaied
with the Five-elements. According to the
relationship of the Five-elenients of mountaiii fornis,
Feny-shui master can determine the suitabiliiy of t he
site and forecast what the site will bring to the
dwellers during 9 ditrerent trends. Eitel, accordiny

to the Feng-shui classics, has described niountain
form in relation to Five-element
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G.

General Site analysis

1 . Locatioii: The proposcd cenietery for the

Winnipeg Chinese Coiiiiiiuiiity is located üt the
northern part of the Glen Eden Meiiiorial
Gardens on the western biink of Red River. This
site is choscii by the Manitoba Chinese Heritüge
Association. The site, adjacent to the Red River
with ü nortli-flowing current, iniikes it more
promising than other cemeteries inside and
sround the city of Winnipeg.

2. Existiiig Land Use: This par1 of the Glen Edeii
Memorial Gardens is viiciinc for Suture ceinetery
developinent.

3. Land ownership: This property is owned by
Glen Eden Mernoriiil Gardens Funeral home and
Cemetery. The Manitoba Chinese Heritage
Associiitioii will be holding a fundi-aisirig
campüign to piirchüse portions of the proposed
site but the sizc of tlic puscliase has not yet been
decided.

4. Design Opportunity and Coiistraints: Since the
site is locate adjacent to the Red River, the

iiveriip height of the site is approxiiiiately 9 Ièei
iibavc the recorded riiaxiinum water level in the
1997 flood. Underground services sucli üs
scwüge, hydro, and water services is not
vai il able on site. Such service can be applied for
by the property inünageiiient.
5. Management: 011 site management will bc
provided by the Glen Eden Memorial Giirdcns
Funerül Hotiie and Cemeiery. Details will bc
discussed betwcen the Miinitoba Chinese
Heritage Associiition and Glen Eden Meinoriul
Gardens Funeral Honie and Ceinetery.
6. Soil: The soi1 type of the site is Red River Cliiy,
which sustains dugout water pond.
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